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Univ-ersity of Rhode IslcLnd

* URI's A'ward-Winning Weekly *
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1962

NO. 11

URI Trident Docl~ed
By U.S. Coast Guard

· :11 Student Senate voted

ht to form a committee
ate the problem of ob. ,ketball tickets and to
, ible solutions to Mau, n, director of athletics.
1ou seasons, fans have
(Q present ID's at Keaney
1e game. It is now neces•.un re erved tickets from
J before 1 p.m. the day of

URI's new research vessel, the [ have Coast Guard merchant fariner
Trident, was prevented from sail- documents.
ing by the United States Coast
The_ Trident cr~w now consists ?f
.
two licensed officers, the captam
Guard last week because of an m- and the chief engineer, and a crew
adequate number of trained person- of 16.
nel aboard.
The Trident sailed from San
Gerard L. Duhamel, URI assistant Diego, Calif. in the early part of
business manager in charge of per- September on a month-long voyage
sonnel, sent a formal request to the. to Rhode Island during which time
Coast Guard to modify the require- Qceanographic studies were perment of a licensed crew. The re- formed.
quest was turned down by Captain
Captain Mahoney had warned the
William c. Mahoney of the Coast Trident's captain, Barnes Collinson,
Guard and t he appeal has been that the Coast Guard would act
sent to the Coast Guard in Wash(Continued on page 5)
ington for immediate consideration.
Coast Guard r egulations require
the Trident to have a crew of 16;
seven licensed officers-a master,
two mates, a radioman, chief engineer and two assistants-plus six
seamen and three oilers, who are
not licensed, but are required to

• hen has explained that

•.tr , with the continuous
: the University, there will
ui seating problem. The
~ll'e thi problem is bere:ent itself.
have complained beh student must obtain his
thu making it very dif. tho;e with dates, or frai hing to attend in a
r behavior of some studLcu sed by the Senate.
m lance cited included
bav1or at flicker reviews,
m lance in particular
per ariplanes were flown;
turbance in the Grill-Room
after the last football game
chairs were overthrown
facilities were damaged.
nate resolved: The specie · of unnecessary behamg in the past few weeks
nt of this University is
by the Rhode Island Stu. This behavior is grosstent with the students'
a umption of responsicerning university affairs.
nate di cussed the technifinancial problems facing
r,ity radio station, WRIU.
e<! tudy will be begun at
n.l'eting.
nt Stephen B. Rosenberg
the follo wing appointD : 1sr Goodman as campus
1r •ctor for the National
\ sociation; and Jake RyKel5ey Volner to the UniBoard of Judicial Appeal.
a I. ngthy discussion, the
•d the Constitution ' of
\mericans for Free-

VOL. LVIII

URI Music R.ecital
To Be Held Sunday

Japanese Prof
To Lecture On
A Phakavali dancer in costume prepares to "battle" a demon.
This dance tells a fable of a duel between good and evil with the
final triumph of good in the last scene. This duel is danced by experts who thrust at each other with readly weapons although they
have nothing more than pin-holes in their masks to look through.

Asian Dancers Will Perform;
Court Dance to be Highlighted
The Asia Society of Performing
Arts Program is bringing the Phakavali, a world-famous but rarelyseen company of lifetime trained
exponents of the ancient classical
and folk-arts of Thailand, on its
first trip to the United States.
The dancers will visit URI tomorrow night in a concert at 8: 30 in
Edwards Hall. Their

will be preceded by a lecture and
demonstration at 3 p.m. in Rodman Hall.
The company has become legendary but it has rarely been seen
out of its own tiny theater in Bangkok. It has traveled once to Pakistan to a great international festival
and to Calcutta, on invitation of
on page 10)

Oriental Proble1ns
Dr. Toshio Ueda, professor of
Chinese Diplomatic History at
Japan's Tokyo University and an
expert on China's problem in Japan, will give a public lecture "Japan and the Two Chinas" on Dec.
11 at 8 p.m. in East Hall.
Before World War II and during
the war, Dr. Ueda traveled extensively through China and the Far
East but now is unable to visit the
mainland due to Japan's undecided
recognition of Communist China.
He will explain Japan's attitude
toward China, solutions possible
through international law, and Red
China's particular problem in the
United Nations.
Dr. Ueda, who holds a doctor of
Continued on page 5)

The URI Department of Music
will present a stud ent recital next
Sunday, Dec. 9, at 3 p.m. in Inde•
pendence Hall Auditorium.
Students participatl~g include
Linda Sahagian, soprano, accompanied by Liberta Adamo on the piano. She will do "Col Mio Sangue
Comprerel" by Stradella. Mar garet
Wingard will play "Sonata in G
Minor, Allegro Con Brio" by Haydn,
on the piano.
Catherine Allen, flutist , will play
"Concerto No. 2 in D Major, Allegro Aperto" by Mozar t. and will be
accompanied by Sheila Guarniere,
pianist.
"Sonata Opus 2 No. 3 in C Major,
Allegro Con Brio" by Beethoven
will be done by Liberta Adamo, pianist. Michael Boday, pianist, will
play the "Nor se Song" by Schu·
mann. Richard Cipolla, pianist, will
play "Preludes, Opus 28, Nos. 2 and
1, by Chopin.
"O Del Mio Amato Ben" by Don(Continued on page 4)

Watson House to be Demolished -172 Year Old Building Oldest on Campus
:BI campus will lose its
dm;, ·k in the near future.
on to completely exterli2-ycar-old Oliver Wat•
\la announced last week
nt Horn.

The Watson House, located across from the
(see story).

Phi Gam ma Delta House, will soon be torn down

son House?" was offered by Dr.
William D. Metz, chairman of the
South Kingstown Historic District
Commission and professor of his•
tory at URL
"I would be most unhappy to see
Watson House destroyed ," said Dr.
Metz. "Possibly making it into a
museum of some sort would be a
solution to finding a use for it. The
landmark has had an intimate re•
lationship with URI and ties ni
with the historic heritage of the
campus."
The building, the first URI chapter house of Phi Gama Delta fraternity, was last used five years
ago for a nursery school, but excessive maintenance costs and un·
safe structural conditions mad e it
necessary to move the school to a
temporaTy location until th e present building was completed in 1958.
In razing the structure, Dr. Horn
said interior woodwork and chim·
ney bricks will be salvaged and at
a later date incorporated in another campus building that will
carry the name, Watson House.
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I CU.LLETI1'T
Today

Sunday

December S

December 9

9:00-5:00 Tickets for Miami
Basketball Game-Union.
12:00-6:00 Newman Club Sale of
Candy and Cards-Union.
· 7 :30 Spanish Club slide and lecture. Dr. Arthur Custer, Ass't.
Dean of Fine Arts, who has spent
the last three years in Spain, will
speak on "Faces and Places of
Spain ."

12:00 Hillel Brunch, admission
for non-members-75¢- Girls' Dining Unit.
3:00 Student Recital-Independence Auditorium.
3:00-5:00 AWS Reception for
Dean Morris-Eleanor Roosevelt
Great Room.
7 :30 Film "Only Two Can Play" ,
starr ing Peter Sellers. This movie
is a lively, middle-class variation
along the lines of "The Seven Year
Itch." It is a hilarious piece of nonsense with a script full of bright
quips about sex, careers, fidelity
and infidelity, amateur theatricals,
and fake poets-Edwards:

T hursday
December 6:

9:00-1:00 Basketball tickets Union.
9:00-5:00 Freshmen election primary. VOTE!-Union.
1:00 Armenian Club- Union.
·1:00 Rhode Island Club-Union.
3 :00 Films of College Unions'
Bowling Tournament showing Barbara Meyer of URI, who placed Union.
4:00 Coffee Hour featuring the
Phakavali Dancers-Union.
6:30 WA.A-Union.
6:30 Christian Sciense Or ganization-Union.
6:30 Blue Key-Union.
6 :30 Laurels-P219.
6:30 Outlook, new members invited-Union.
7:00 Newman Club, "Explanation
of -the Mass." Special invitation is
extended to all non-Catholics - Independence Auditorium.
7:00 Films of National College
Unions' Bowling Tournament Union.
8:00 4-H Leaders-Woodward 216
8:00 Th ailand's Phakavali Dancers. Admi sion - students, $1.00,
general, $2.00. Buy tickets at Quinn
Auditorium - Edwards .
.8:00 Westinghouse Career Hour
- Union.
8:10 Varsity Basketball vs. Miami
-:Keaney Gym.

Independence Auditorium.

Tuesday
Decem ber 11

9:00-5:00 Sophomore Class Elections. VOTE !-Union.
12:00 Women's Physical EduC'ation lecture. Dr. Laurence A. Senseman, medical director of Fuller
Sanitorium, will speak-Union.
4:00 Women Commuter s Coffee
Hour. Dr. Oliver Martin will speak
on "What Do the Soviets Consider
Education?"-Union.
4:30 Zoology Colloquium-Ranger 103.
6:30 SAM-Union.
6:30 !RC-Union.
6:30 Panhellenic Council-Union
6:40 Protestant Chapel-Union.
7:00 Hillel film "Hand in Hand"
-Edwards Auditorium .
7:30 Math Club-Union.
7:30 Insuran ce Ass'n.-Union.
7:30 Nutrix Christmas Party December 10
Eleanor Roosevelt Great Room.
7:30 Scabbard and Blade-Union'.
12:00-5:o·o Newman Club Sale of
8:00 Visiting Asian Scholar, Dr.
Cards and Candy - Union.
Ueda. He will speak on "The Two6:30 Dental Hygienists-Union. China Policy." Refreshments will
6:30 New Literary Society - be served afterwards .-East Hall.
Union.
8:00 College of Business Discussion Series. Topic, "Business and
6:30 Psychology Club-Union.
7:00 !DC Coffee Hour-Merrow. Ethics"-Independence Auditorium
7:00 Aggie Club Christmas Party
-East Farm.
7:30-IFC-Union.
7:30 Medical Technicians- Union December 12
8:00 Visiting Scholar Dr. Lloyd
12:00-4:00 Newman Club Sale of
Berkner, president of the Graduate Cards and Candy-Union.
Research Center of Southwest 1:45-4:30 "Car eer s in Osteopathic

Monday

Wednesday

BOA.I~••
Medeeine"
1:45 Advisor's Sessions- Union.
3:30 Student Sessions- Union.
4:30 Film "American Doctor" Union.
3:00 Free Flicker Review, Tennessee Williams' "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," starring Elizabeth Taylor,
Paul Newman and Burl Ives-Pastore 124.
7:00 Free Flicker Review, "Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof"-Edwards.
Coffee Hour Discussion follows in
the Union.
8:00 Sigma Xi lecture.

Christmas Dining
Schedule Announced

The Christmas vacation dini
schedule for the university h
been announced by Merle Bro
director of dining services.
Butterfield Dining Hall will
closed after lunch Wednesday
Dec. 19. It will r eopen after Chris:
mas vacation for breakfast Thu ..
day, Jan. 3, 1963.
After lunch Dec. 19, the Girl' •
Dining Unit will take all the me
service at the University
Butterfield reopens.

URI's new literary magazine is
planning its first issue which will
come out shortly after Christmas.
Students are encouraged to submit any works of poetry, short
s'tories, essays, and original art
DANCING .
to Ed Harrington, editor. Contributions will be accepted until the
FRI
.
&
SAT.
NIGHTS 9-1
d,rndline date of Friday, Dec. 14.
OPEN
YEAR'ROUND
Material should ' be typewritten,
and addr essed to Box 137, Campus. 20 Beach St.
Narraganse

Sunnyside
Restaurant

Try a New Restaurant:

GRAY~s

IN WAKEFIELD

1

Try GRAY'S on your next date or when
yo u want a meal or snack.
Delivery to URI - Call ST 3-2210

De ::ember 7

9:00-4:00 Newman Club Sale of
Cl\rds and Candy-Administration.
9:00-5:00 Tickets for Fordham
5:00 St. Nick's Shuffle, an open
dance sponsored by the Union
Dance Committee. Bob Spaziano and
his group will provide the musicUnion.
6:30 Hillel Service-Union.
7:30 Film "Lonely Are the
Brave". It stars Kirk Douglas as a
man tragically out of touch with
his times because of his utter inability to comprehend the values of
a world he never made, in a fine
western drama-Edwards.

December 8

9:00-1:00 Tickets for Fordham
B asketball Game-Union.
6:30 Freshman basketball vs.
Quonset-Keaney Gym.
7:30 "Lonely Are the Brave" E dwards.
8:15 Varsity basketball vs. Fordh am-Keaney Gym.

NARRAGANSETT
Ball room • Lounge • Bar
Catering to: ·
• BANQUETS
• WEDDINGS
• PART IES
(Accommodat ions for 500)

DANCING
Every Saturday N ig ht to the:
.
KI NG'S M EN
94 Boon Street
ST 3-7992

!

(at the corner of Main & Coiumbia Sts.)
I, .
FOUNTAIN SERVICE: Sandwi ches-Hot, Co ld or Club 1
BREAKFASTS-All Delicious!

Friday

Hylo Casino

I

l

Only Schick makes two .d ifferent
electric shavers .. ~ pick the one to
match your face!
S C HICK
Both new S upe r Speed shavers have
Schick's exclusive washable head, made
of surgical stainless steel. Snap it off
and wash away dirt, stubble, and germs.
Get the new Schick Easy Shine Electric Shoe Shiner for a bootblack shine in 60 seconds!

& regu lar beards

For sensitive ski11
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TtXffly the Board of Truslees of State Colleges is meeting
deBce to discuss matters that are of 1.nterest to the entire
The Board is meeting behind closed doors. Behllid 'these To the Eail:or:
p'eils when we play three games in at practically every game last year.
rs it spends pti.olk ftin1ds and deals with isstles whi~h
I1:; Our- Campus a wastebasket? one week-must we repeat the rou- The question is, what do we want
. large segrtknt of the state population. Yet, the Boar d
The students on thls campus lia've tine for each game? I believe the m{)st-a few more res'erVed seats
or greater student support?
lo allow members of the press and the public t'o -attend Becofue apatheti-cal ab'out the physi- vast majority of students feel that
Why not set a happy medium and
gs.
cai appearance of URI. They have this is a needless waste of time, es- go back to the old system. Let's
We believe that in the future the Board meetings relentlessly ·strewn vast amounts of eci-ally since we've all paid our ac- face it-the only times I've seen
he open to tbe general public ai:id the press. We know litter over the ground to the extent tivity Iee and are entitled to be ad- any signs of school spirit and pride
d can offe'r several reasons as to why these meetings th'at our campus. has an unesthetic, mitted. I've heard that the purpose in our team has been in Keaney
1
of all this was to sell more seats. I Gym. Don't ruin it!
closed. The mem,b~r's ~night be discdssing personal u'npreposessiilg, and an unwhole- seem to recall an excess amount of
GEORGE NATT
Phi Gamma·Delta
that should oe kept ih str'icti'st confidence, but we are ·some appearance and atmosph~re. empty seats in the reserved section_
· Jl not every meeting is devoted to discussion of such
;:!or~:~~n!~t~~11
~

irJ~; the

The Board might also think that having the public pre-

I

:lub

Imhibit the expression of opinion of the Board meml:lers.
our administrative bod1es such as the U.S. Senate arid
e of Representatives have open 1rteetings and this has
ndered them in the expression of personal opinion.
The Board may also suggest that decisions it makes
tative and are dependent upon approval of the state
:ure and the governor. The record shows, however, that
·ommendations made by the Board are readily passed
! governmental bodies and, therefore, it is imperative
deci ions are discussed before this final approval is
We think that it would be healthy to have these meetings
It is the job of the press to protect the interests of the
·• by reporting such important affairs as that of the Board.
case the press does not have the opportunity to do so. If
Jrd feels it cannot stand public scrutiny, it must be stand,haky ground and could possibly use opinions and rendations from other sources. Without such <;:riticism the
~oncept of a free marketplace of ideas and interactions
..erent points of view is lessened.
How can the actions of the Board be cri~icized or comd if things dorie are not known to the public?- Our legisha in its hands now a "Right-To-Kriow" law which, if
'. will force the meetings of such quasi-public groups as
]I.Jrd to be open to the public and the press. This act is
:ant to our democratic system and should be given the full
:1 of the student body.
The Boatd of Trustees of State Colleges passes legisla1d pends public fund~. Therefore, it affects us all. We
tn know wh,at it is doing when it is doing it.
1
\\

hat Next~ No Trees '!

It would cost the University of Rhode Island $50,000 to
1ate and reconstruct the oldest land mark on campus. How50,000 is considered by some to be too much money to
·:ic oldest structure at the university.
Pre ident Horn announced last week that the 172 year
0 m Watson House located across from Phi Gamma Delta
.ity would be demolished. He said the university is
• to lo e this landmark of its early history. W~ have reluc. de ided that demolition is the only possible course." The
·nt further .stated "We must conclude that the ·expenditure
:1umental purpbses c·annot be justified."
The Watson House will go and along with it some of
tradition and distinction. Besides being a center of higher
~2. the university should preserve certain elements which
!.11 in building tradition and prestige. The Watson House
.. an element.
Are we to become another factory? Is our campus to
. ea glorified housing project such as our neighboring in• n to the west, The University of Connecticut?
·\!though we are certain that this was not a hasty decis11 uggest that it should not have been made at all. Deu n crew have not as yet begun to destroy the Watson
, there may still be time to save it.
\\e would like to see the Watson House preserved and
r d into a functional campus building. A campus museum
ring URI and Kingston historic relics, documents, and
would be unique and of interest to both students and
to the campus. A historic library containing old and
M· books of state and national history is another suggesn inn where visiting lecturers could speak, hold informal
nl eminar and perhaps find comfortable lodging during
ampu stay is another idea. We are sure the university can
me u e for the building and at the same time prese,rve a
landmark which has so much a part of making our
u a unique and beautiful one.
·
A students of the university it is our duty to do all
n to ave the Watson House. We suggest that a petition
ulated and sent to our administration to show disap1 of their move.
Such a petition will be available at the
de k. We urge you to sign it and we urge you to give
full upport for preserving the Watson House. What
t- no trees?

!!~ .:.__..:_::__..::_________ __::._;___________

if the vista pleases your eyes. A
cursory glance reveals pizza boxes,
a myriad of campaign fliers, dixie
cups, cigarette packages, candy
wrappers, and· other 1nfamous depositions such as beer cans. The campus is our home for four years;
surely, we as college students have
by Modus H. Vivendi
campus and may we suggest that
the maturity and the desire to live
they promptly visit their nearest
amidst cleanliness. What has causThe sellout crowd at Blitzkreig head-shrinkers. It makes us giow
ed ·our campus to become a waste- Hall_ last Thursday for Ingmar to know that most the student b9dy
basket?
Bergman's picture, "Wild Str·aw- did find the humorous significance
I think · there are no less than ' berties," was most admirable. underlying Roualt's drawings. An
three factors involved. Perhaps the Since _the film lacked such notable orchid for you all.
school itself has become lax in stars as Sandra Dee and Lassie we
Although there was some snickkeeping our grounds beautiful; were curious as to why the large ering during "Wild Strawberries"
however, the campus is littered by turnout. Drawing two of our ~est and some slight shuffling of feet,
the stuaents, not the administra- men from the Campus Inveshga- especially when the subtitles betion. When a modicum of litter ac- tory Arsenal (CIA) we sent them came obliterated when shown on a
cumulates it "begets" more litter, down to the men's dormitories to white background, everybody bebecause the shame and embarrass- see if they could pick up some info. gan to watch. The subsequent disment of getting caught discarding
They returned quickly carrying a cussion at the Union Lounge provtrash on a clean campus nci longer crumpled piece of paper which ed that Rhode Islanders are not so
exists. Thirdly, I believe that a they had found in Adam's As there anti-intellectual as everybody thinks
great deal of this. problem is preci- were a disproportionate number of they are. The moderator, Dr. Brasch
pitated by the ove·rwhelming num- males at the showing we quickly of the English department, did an
ber of fliers that have been inade- reduced possible motivations to excellent job of stimulating discusquately posted throughout the uni- one. The poster told us we were sion on the film. I think that those
versity for student campaign pur- right. It said: Don't Miss Ingrid who attended found the evening re•
poses. A slight breeze easily de- Bergman's Classic Film-What was warding and worth the effort.
taches them, and they are inevita- Madame Strawberries First Name There were a few forlorn faces in
bly incorporated into the ground and Why? In Living-Black-and- the crowd when the movie let qut,
litter.
White, with Subtitles by Henry but they, fortunately, stayed away
There is a simple solution to this Miller. My spies asked a few of the from the coffee hour.
One thing I am sure of that was
last problem. The student seeking boys if they had ever seen the
a class office should emphasize poster before but they all replied, learned by many is that even though
quality rather than quantity in his "ask the floor sponsor." Unfortun- it's done by Ingmar Bergman and
it is a "Swedish" film the central
campaign posters. In place of the ately she wasn't in.
Probably the most impressive theme is not always pre-occupied
fliers, perhaps there should be five
to ten impressive posters strate- thing of the entire evening was the with sex. I must admit that I was
aeronautical demonstration per- a bit disappointed that not one pergically located on the campus.
Ours is truly a beautiful campus; formed before the show began. To son in the film was raped. Attendlet's eliminate the deplorable, ob- think that we have amongst us such ance might have even been better.
Don't forget fans to see the next
noxious, and the inexcusable litter- a gifted person should make us all
very proud. Hats off to the engin- movie put on by the Irreligious
ing once and for all.
erring department for producing Council. It's called the "Man with
such a fine young man; he is now the Birthday Suit."
Respectfully,
almost assured of being one of the
CORRECTION ! !
JERRE W. PEASE
top candidates for a high level poIn Mr. Vivendi's article last week
sition with NASA.
there was a typographical error in
Running a close second to this the speiling of anti-catholic . Mr.
Dear Editor:
I think that I shall never see
display was the undergraduate re- Vivendi used the word meaning
A thing as ugly as a tree,
action to the cartoon that preceded parochial or narrow rather than
Where paper posters do abound
the feature film. Most of the crowd anti-Catholic We were glad that;
On every empty space that's found . caught on and laughed but I did this interpretation was not taken
see a few dolts down near the front too seriously by the majority of
DIANA NAYSNERSKI
sitting with serious faces. That the campus, and it was a rather emmust cease immediately! We can- barrassing oversight by one of owr
Delta Delta Delta
not tolerate such people on this myopic copyreaders-EDITORS.

Speak Out

I

Dear Editor:
I'm writing this letter in hopes
that someone might explain to a
confused student body, just what
the situation is with our home basketball games. This new system of
University of Rhode Island
picking up tickets at the Union before every home game appears to
have no great purpose except to
Eric Michael Swider-Editor-in-Chief
cause everybody
a lot of trouble
.
.
,
ca'rolyn J. Wilkie-Managing Editor
"Who wants to stand in line a-t
the Union for a half. hour or more
· Peter A. Cassels-News Editor
-I just won't go"-was the opinion
James H. Clingham-Business Manager
of some students. And what about
the fellows who want to take dates?
Margo Matarese-Features Editor
Do they have to make two dates Edward Levine - Photo Editor Harvey Goodman-Sports Editor
now-one for tickets and one for
the game? ·Or the students who Robert Daly-Circulation Manager Marie Cappozza-Adv. Manager
Steven Mignone-Art Director
want to sit with their friendsmust they g·roup up and march en
Reporters-N. Chandler, G. Dugan, S. Self, M, Sylvester, J. Robrish,
masse to the. Union? for tickets? Or
V. Farmer, M. Kaplan, D. Pierson, W. Proulx, J. Willson. •
the students. who decide they can't
A. Senter, B. Shea, P. Zaroogian, L. Palmer, J. Bennett,
rriake the game - after· getting a
M. Golden, A. Swider, C. Gershman, L. Fazekas.
ticket-are they depriving someone
B. Frost, L. Oxley, C. Hanley.
else 6£ a go·od seat? Or what hap- Typist-B. Davis, S. Greenstein, G. Rubin, M. Priesman, S. Freeman.

THEEEA.CON

Anyone who has constructive
criticism about the basketball
ticket situation, please send
them to Ernie Drew, Phi Gamma Delta. These criticisms will
be used by a student senate
committee fo show Mr. Zarchen how the student body feels
about the situation.

S. Durfee, D. Tucker, A. Henhesey, A. Freedman,
E. Brunelli, L. Lougee and R. McHie.
Sports Staff-M. Gerstenblatt, W. Parillo, P. Skeffington.
Photo Staff-A. Bobrow, H. Luther, B. Tripp.
Machie, J. Grenga, D. Goodman.
Circulation-P. Hislop, V. Nowicki, C, Papp, S. Demivjian
R. Machie, J. Grenga, D. Goodman.
Advertising-F. Batista, D. Jones, S. Greenstein
Headline Writers - C. Villa, I. Rocchia.
Artist - C. Danielian.
Faculty Advisor- Prof. Reuben Mehling
Established in 1908 at Kingston, Rhode Island. Published weekly by the
students d uring the school year. Offices located in the Memorial Union.
Extension 355.
Entered as second class matter January 1, 1942, at
Wak~lield, R. I. Post Office, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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SAE Wins Sports Socio-Political
Trophy for 1961-62 l\iagazine Started

by Nada Chandler

Richard Brinsley Cheridan was
the author of two of the gr eatest
comedies written in the English
language. These two plays were
" The Rivals" and "The School fo r
Scandal". He completed the latter in 1777, and shor tly ther eafter
turned to a career of politics. He
later became one of the for emost
or ator s of his time. As an Irishman,
his parentage had a marked effect
on his personality.
While Sheridan lacked self-control and was remarkably unsteady
in his desires and goals, he did possess a sparkling mmd and a depth
of feeli ng.
Plagued by financial
-troubles, Sheridan managed to keep
,a sense of humor. The most revealing story is told about his attitude
when the Drury Lane Theatre burned. Sheridan had, at this time, most
of his r esources tied to the theatre,
and as 1t burned, he sat in a neighboring pub anct watched the fire.
When questioned abo ut his behavior, he replied, "Surely a man may
b e allowed to take a glass of wine
by his own fireside."
"The School for Scandal" shows
the gains in artistic technique that
Sheridan had made since the writing of "The Rivals". The characters are handled better, the dialogue more brilliant, and the plot is
allowed to grow more easily out of
the situations. There are two distinct stories in the play, tied together by characters and circumstance.

ingly, with tr ials of their char acter.
Rowley, a ser va nt in the household
of Joseph's and Charle's fathe r favors the latter and hopes to convince Oliver that Charles should be
his heir.
The other plot concerns the scandal-monger s, led by Lady Sneerwell.
Lady Sneerwell fo rms an attachment with J oseph Surface in an attempt to gain the affections of
Charles and guar antee Maria's fortune fo r J oseph. In the course of
events, Lady Teazle is almost seduced by J oseph, and Sir Benjamin
Backbite, Crabtr ee, and Mrs. Candour , other members of the.
"school", aid spice to the situation.
The conclusion is deftly handled,
and Sher idan 's innate morality wins
in the end. The complexities of the
plot add to the situation and create
a delightful evening of theatre entertainment. The play is well
handled by the University Theatre
cast and Mr. Salmon's directing
makes the finished product one
with high polish. "Scandal" will be
at URI on the weekend of Dec. 15,
and should provide a sparkling
touch to the pre-Christmas season.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon r eceived
th e Intramural Trophy fo r 1961-62
at the meeting of the Inter-Frater nity Council last week. Th e Trophy
is awar ded annually to the fraternity compiling the highest score in
intramur al competition.
Theta Chi and Sigma Nu wer e
r unner s-up in the competition which
encompasses all intr amural sports.
SAE won by virtue of a first place
in the basketball playoffs and
str ong showings in foo tball and
volleyball. The fo ur major spor ts
worth 200 points each in the overall competition are basketball, fo otball , volleyball, and softball. Th is
year bowling has been added as a
major spor t.
The Trophy will remain at SAE
for one year when it will move to
the house winning this years' competition. The fraternity will r eceive
a plaque which will remain at the
house. Runners-up will also r eceive
plaques. Winners in each of the major sports will be awar ded plaques
denoting their winning of the sport.

Concert

A new socio-political magazine
called Outlook was established at
URI last week with the choosing of
threeedi tor s to the magazine's staff.
Named to the editor ship position
wer e Ron Cassinelli, J erry McDowell and Margo Matarese.
Contents of the magazine, which
is expected to be pr inted in the
early par t of next semester , will be
a sociological and political scale
with topics r anging in historical,
econom ical and cultural inter ests
to other contemporary issues.
Articles wr itten for the magazine
will not be restricted in authorsh ip
to students alone but will include
wr itings fro m fac ulty, alumni and
the ad ministration.
Th e magazine is hoping to provide a medium for the expr ession
of diffe r ent viewpoints by URI
member s on several topics that will
appear with each issue.
The next meeting of Outlook will
be tomorrow at 6:30 in the Union .
All who are interested in writing
for the magazine are invited to attend the meeting.

The word "girl" is derived from
the ancient Greek phrase used by
female track contestants who comRunning into debt isn't so bad.
peted against the much superior It's running into creditors that
h urts.
male runners: "Gee, I Ran Last!"

(Contin ued from page 1)
audy will be done by Robert
tile, baritone, accompanied
Christine Slonina, pianist. P
Cornwell on the trombone will
"Sonata No. 2" by Galliard,
Christine Slonina on the pi
Vincent Monacelli, violinist,
Frances Monacelli on the piano
play "Concerto No. 5 in A Ma:
by Mozart.
The "Venitian Boat Song"
Mendelssohn, will be done by
erine Allen, pianist. Sheila G
nier e, pianist, will do the "So
Opus 2, No. 2 in A Major",
Beetho ven.
"Meditation fro m Thais," by
senet, will be done by Irene
violinist, with Marcia Iacobuc
the piano. Barbar a Murray, so
no, will sing "D'une Prison"
Hahn. She will be accornpani
Cynthia Waters, pianist. Chri.
Slonina, pianist, will do "Impr
tu, Opus 36" by Chopin.
"Sonata Opus 31, No. 2 in D
nor ," will be played by Cynthia
ters, pianist. John Curran, Iii
1ccompanied by Marcia Iacob
pianist, will play "Sonata, 0plli
Moderato" by Prokofieff. "
Soir " by Debussy will be sun
Lee Corbi n, soprano, accompa
by J ohn Marson, pianist. "Pre!
Opus 28 , No . 16" by Chopin, w·
played by Marcia Iacobucci on
pia no.

The Story in "Scanda l"

The first chief plot division concerns the household of Sir Peter
Teazle. Sir Peter is an old bachelor
who married a young wife out of
the country; his young wife does
not want to be "out of the fashion",
and a situation of marital difficulties is arranged. Mar ia, the ward
of Sir Peter, also gives him probl ems because she will not accept
the man he has chosen as her husband, one Joseph Surface.
Joseph Surface is a rival to his
brother Charles not only in the matter of Maria, but also in the estate
of their uncle, Sir Oliver who has
been in India for several years.
Upon Sir Oliver's r eturn, the two
young men are confron ted, unknow-

The

right ladder
is
important
•
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SDA Speakers
On ·challenge'
The Students for Democratic Action at URI have announced the
c·ommencement of a speakers and
d ebate series on topics of contr ov.ersy and interest. This progr am is
intended to stimulate and present a
challenge to the student community
b y the intelligent presentation of
s ometimes unor thodox viewpoints
of matters of g@neral concern .
The series- called "Challenge"will present outside speakers as
well as faculty members who will
discuss such topics as politics,
€ducation, economics, r ace r elations, and religion .
The first "Challenge" speaker
will be Mr. Michael Harrington, a
l eader of the Socialist Party. An
€ditor of "New AmeriC'a," the official paper of the Socialist Party,
,a nd author of OUR 50 MILLION
POOR, his topic will be "Democr atic Socialism and Conte mpor ary
America." The lecture will be held
at 4 p.m. next Wednesday, Dec. 12
at Independence Auditorium .
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In using your "ladder to success", be sure it's
set on a firm fou ndation and resting against a
solid future. Then how well and h igh you climb
depends primarily on -your own talents and
abilities.
Here, at Sikorsky Aircraft, personal growth
opportunities are very much a part of an en~
gineering future vibrant with challenging and
rewarding pi-ogress. Our continuing objective
is to fur ther advance what we pioneere,l-VTOL
(vertical take-off and landing) aircraft. And
today's new technology is reflected by the
modern Sikorsky vehicle ••• the merging of
sophisticated electronic systems with the VTOL
airframe ••• to create the world's most versatile means of transportation.
This is why we invite ambitious young engineers
to investigate a career with Sikorsky. The smallgroup environment is excellent ••• permitting
the fulfest development of the special abilities
of each individual. Assignments are diversified
and stimulating-with electronic teams or

en
c::::

groups working on challenging problems in such
areas as • aerodynamics • human factors
e nginee ring • . automatic controls • stress
engineering • weight prediction • systema
anaiysls • operations ,-3search • rell•
ability/malntalnablllty engineering • auto•
ncn•lgatlon systems ... among others.

0
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GRAD UATE STUDY OPPORTUNITIES: In
addition to an attractive professional environment, Sikorsky Aircraft offers .engineers the
opportunity to earn advanced degrees through
a corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. These programs are available at such
accredited schools as Yale University, New
York University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Hartford Graduate Center), and
Columbia University.
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Opportunities for personal progress are here • ••
110w. Can we help you choose the right ladder?
Please write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Personnel
Department.

fl'I LCOX GARAGE
Dependable Repa iring
Delco Batteries
Good Year T ires

WEST KINGSTON, R. I.
ST 3-3467

S ikorsky A ir craft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT

An Equal Opportunity Employer / , -

DIV ISION OF UNITED Y

.

A

RAFT CORPORATION.
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,mese Speaker
·tinued from page 1)
.:te from the University of
ll!d taught ther e for 20
· published more than ten
· Japanese about his studies
rous articles in English.
. th his lectures at Tokyo
,, Dr. Ueda lectures at
rsity of Waseda, interna,nown private university
and at Hitotsubashi Uninational university of
a goes abroad every year
and was in the . United
1953, at which time he
of a visiting lecturers proH•rvard, Columbia, Duke,
\lichigan, Johns Hopkins,
1n at Seattle and the Uniouthern California.
1t even years at St. John's
in Shanghai, China·, and
·rd at the University of
India, University of Hong
Ryukyu University on

ology 9, a course on the peoples
and culture of Asia, which is given
both on the campus and at the
Providence Extension Center.
Since the Japanese educatio nal
system is similar to th at of Western
Europe, which discourages class
disc ussions, Dr. Ueda said th at he
finds American students much
more informal in classes, an attitude which he finds very inspiring.
Beside the lecture at URI, Dr .
Ueda gave a lecture at Harvard at
the Yenchin Institute yesterday and
one at Columbia University last
week.

Trident

(Continued from page 1)
against his license and that both he
and URI could be fined for violation of the r egulation if the Trident
goes to sea again. The ship is now
docked at Galilee State Pier waiting
further notice.
Mr. Duhamel said that he doesda has been the visiting not think the Trident's pr ogr am of
1r the past month in Soci- research will be adversely affected
. .Y{:i!'.ff(t::?.::~~~:. .}t\~fafi ~i'.~!~~~ by the Coast Guard's decisions. He
An object which has said that other schools had faced
the same problem and solved them.
·ound trip to the attic.

Giro's Spaghetti House
"South Kingstown's Oldest
Family Restaurant"
HOM E-M ADE PIZZAS
•
- Special Rates on Porty Orders Peace Dale, R. I.

-
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Grad Education
Lecture Topic
"The Social Implications of
Graduate Education Today," will
be the topic of a Visiting Scholar
lecture given by Dr. Lloyd V. Ber kner , president of the Gr aduate Resear ch Center of the Southwest in
Dallas, Texas, on December 19, at
8 p. m. in Independence Auditorium.
Dr. Berkner is the past president
of the International Council of
Scientific Unions, retir ing president-of the International Scientific
Radio Union, and r etiring vicepresident of the special committee
on the International Geophysical
Year.
He is also the reknowned author
of the textbooks, "Rockets and
Satellites", and "Science in Space,"
besides being a member of the American Philosophical Society, the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and the Royal Swedish
Academy of Science.
Dr. Ber kner has penetrated
deeply into the scientific fields of
electronics, geophysics and space
science, having published nearly
100 scientific paper s and volumes
in total, and he holds degrees from
many universities at home and
abroad, including the Universities
of Edinburgh, Calcutta and Uppsala.
The lecture, to be held next Monday night, will be open to the public.
Laughing
meaning of Daselo gigas, the scientific name of a strange and interesting Australian bird. The babe
I had out last night was no Australian but otherwise she certainly fit
the description.

by S TEPHEN B. R OSENBERG
President-Student Senate
...... As a result of a: letter received from Mr. Larry Hickey,
Chairman of the Union Board of Directors, which cited several
examples of "children behavior" on the part of students, the
Student Senate adopted a resolution which essentially asks students to act in a manner befitting their age and mentality. Mr.
Hickey specifically mentioned such actions as "students becoming boisterous at Flicker Reviews, carelessly littering the Grill
Room of the Student Union and inflicting damage on the facilities of the Union~" To these few incidents of irresponsible student action can be added many other infractions of common
decency and good taste not the lea5t of which is the rather tas teless practice of "booing" that occurs at our basketball games.
While all of these actions can be tossed aside by some as
"having a little fun", it seems to me that when such practices are
accepted as everyday experiences it is time for students to take
some- time out to revaluate their own concepts of decency and
common courtesy. The college years should be ones of achievement and progress not idiocy and regression.
Turning to the more positive aspects of student activity
at the University I would like to_call the attention of all students
to the establishment of three new organizations on campus and
the revitalization of an older group. The organizations of which
I speak are the Young Americans for Freedom, the Northern
Student Movement, the Conservative Club and the Students for
Democratic Action. The Young Americans for Freedom are a
political action group whose essential aim is to "provide leadership and material to conservative youth". The Northern Student
Movement is a non-political civil rights group which will work
in the areas of tutorial projects and college recruitment programs. The Conservative Club will concern itself with the philosophical basis of conservatism and will present various programs dealing with the subject. The Students for Democratic
Action are presenting a lecture series entitled "C hallenge" and
will publish "Outlook", a socio-political magazine.

Senate To Conduct

Advisor Study
The URI Student Senate, in cooperation with the Office of Advisement and Counseling, is conducting a special study of the Academic Advisory Program.
Maureen Callahan will head a
committee of students specially
chosen to interview a representative sample of the entire undergraduate student body. The purpose of the inteniew will be to :>btain direct responses from the students regarding their experience
with faculty advisement and their
suggestions for improving the system.
The objective of the study is to
get a general picture of the reactions of students in every college
of the university. Individual students and their advisors will not be
identified in the study, since it is
general trends and recommendations from the study committee.
It is anticipated that interviews
with students selected at random to
be included in the study will begin
the week of Dec. 3. Results of the
study will be made available some
time after the first of the year, together with recommendations from
the study committee.
The success of this study depends
to a large extent upon the willing
cooperation of students selected to
be interviewed. Students will be
contacted by members of the committee in order that interviews may
be scheduled.

Canterbury House
COLLEGE EUCHARIST
SUNDAY, 11:15 a. m.

"For oil members of the
University Community"

dif -·-· . . -

21 Great Tohaccos make 20 Wonderful Smokes!
CHESTERFI ELD Kl N.Gtastes great, smokes mild. You get
21 vintagetobaccos grown mild, aged mild and blended mild,
and madeto taste even milder through its longer length.

CHESTERFIELD KING
Tobaccos too mild to filter, pleasure too good to miss!

1 tld 1111~>

Complete Dry Cleaning
£. Shirt Service
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length means milder taste
The smoke of a Chesterfield King
mellows and softens as it flows
through longer length ... becomes
smooth and gentle to your taste.

1-HO UR SERV ICE

SUDURBAl\

Cl,EANERS. l1

re.

Sati sfa ction Guara nteed
OPEN DAILY 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
FRIDAY UNTIL 9:00 p. m.

Dale Carlia Shopping Center
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phot os by Bruce Trip p

Why Are URI Students So Apathetic?

f1ffll/k'i$1&/JP.; 1/l~~'/l:/$~H!iilr~::1,u1,.,,
Sandy Wiatrak-'·The majority
of students are not interested outside of thei r small sphere of classwork and social life. They have
never been stimulated to thoughtand many do not desire to be."
An dy Co lonna-"People

aren't

aware that many problems relate directly to them-for cJxample, academic freedom , or civil rights , or
,

administration:.._student relations .
We take college and the oppor tunities it presents for gr anted , and concern ourselves less with human
problems than with personal gain
and social acce ptance."

Anita Brown- " Students are living in their own world of classes,
friends and social whirls. They do
discuss the situation among their
fri ends, but wh at can they really
do about it? They didn't feel that
they ar e getting anything accomplished-and if they do belong to a
group t hat starts some movement,
they are looked upon with question.
It all boils down to the fact that
th ey are afraid of losing their nice,
secure world."

Don't be a meat-head ! Get Vitalis with V-7. It
ke eps your hair neat all day without g rease.
Na\U!al!y. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery.
V:talis@ with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents
dryness, keeps your hair neat al l day without grease. Try it!

Opportunities at Du Pont for technical graduates-second of a series

Sally Bliss-" Students are searching for somethi ng-some thin g that
they aren 't sure of. I think , in the
lon g run , it is a search for direction. They aren't willing to go beyond themselves, except for superficial association, when they are
so isolated by their own search."

Bh'fWlh't- one 0t t>ut man1 n~w r,1o~uc\'$
Victor Gibea ult---People her e
are not as close as they are in a
city college. We should not compare
our activities in the same light as a
city college."

Winnifred Eliot-"There doesn't
seem to be any unity among students as a whole, especially between
the different colleges."

that could launch a thousand careers
New careers are important by-products of Du Pont research.
Developing BAYMAL * is a case in point.
BAYMAL is a white, free-flowing powder. It's intentionally
synthes ized into su bmicron-sized fibri Ilar particles abou t 5
millimicrons in diameter and a bout 200 millimicrons in length.
These small particles display a number of properties completely different from othe r types of a lum ina now available.
Dispersibility to form stab le so ls wi t h unique thixotropy,
viscosity and film forming characteristics is one of its notable
properties. Our photos illustrate anot her. Shake a BAYMALand-water solution and it will pou r. Let it sit awhile and it wil l
gel-won't pour unless you agitate it again.
We see dozens of potent ia l uses for BAYMAL. But it's up
to our development men to bring this new product to commercial ma t urity, and here is where careers are born.
You see, from the day we examine a sample of t he c hem ica l
to the day a full-scale plant starts turni ng out the finished
product, years may elapse- years of pat ie nt wo rk by chemical
engineers developing ·processes and assembling basic da ta
for process design, by mechanical engineers who must create
new equipment to make t he product, by electrica l engi neers
whose job it is to develo p cont ro l syste ms to meet th e needs
of the process.
And BAYMAL is just one of literally hundreds of new produc ts under development a t Du Pont. Each one gives prom ise
of new and rewarding careers for technical men-perhaps like
yourself-preparing t o enter industry.

If you'd
port unities
other new
series, use

like to receive informat ion about employment opat Du Pont, and to know more about BAYMAL an d
Du Pont products featured in our "Opportunities"
our coupon . Mai I it today.

* DuPont's registered trademark for its colloidal alumina

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING •.. THROUGH CHE M ISTRY

An equal opportunity employer

i-
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc .)

:
I
I

Nemours Building, Room 2531-12, Wi l mington 98 , Delaware
Please send me the literature indicated below.

D
D
D
D
D

Du Pont and the College Graduate
Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
Engi neers at Du Pont
Chemical Eng ineers at Du Pont
"Opportunities" se r ies technical information

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class _ __ _Major_ _ _ _ Degree expec ted _ _ _ __
College _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _,_L,one_ _ State _ _ _ _ __

L _ _ _ _ ____________ _ _ _ _____ _ _____ _ _ ____ ___ J
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J Darkened Again

Classified Ads

LOST-If anyo ne finds a K&E slide UNIVERSITY ROWING ASS'N
rule please return it to Irwin Co- Anyone, faculty, grad, student, or
h
_ en , Room 314, Browning Hall.
undergrad interested in starting a
ST. NICK SHUFFLE sponsored by 1, crew at URI contact Gerry l\IcDowthe Union Dance Committee, Fri- , ell, 102 Adams.
day, Dec. 7, 1962 from 8:30-11 p.m.' - - - - - - .- - - - - . - - - No admission, stag or drag, to be W~NTED-nde for Chr~stmas vaheld in the Union Lounge. Music cat10n ~o _Canada or any city around
is being provided by Bob Spazi- the v1c1111ty of New York _s~ate or
ano's Quartet.
upper New England . W1lhng to
share expenses. Contact Paulo Goes,
RECORDS FOR SALE-We carry a 126 Browning.
complete stock of all folk , jazz, clas- - - - - - - - - - - - - - sical, and popular lp's. Special stu- FOR SALE-1956 4-door Plymouth
dent discount prices. Send for free Belvedere with push-button drive.
catalog. Contact student represen- Reasonable price . Call ST 3-7501
tative, Ted Dawson, 234 Thayer St. , after 6:00.
Providence, R. I.
ATTENTION-Students interested
FOR SALE-1956 Renault 4CV in in renting tuxedos or formal wear
very good condition. New battery for proms, weddings, etc., call Jim
included, $150. ST 3-4959 after Walsh at ST 3-7920, r epr esentative
5 p.m.
for Quirk and McGinn of PawBABY SITTER WANTED-reliable, tucket, Providence and Attleboro.
IO-minute walk from campus. Must
provide own transportation. Call LOST-a high school blazer, black
with red and black Rogers High
ST 3-4438.
School patches. Large red and
LOST-Nov. 16; Sigma Chi pin with
white patch with Mary Ann on it
C.H.T. engraved on the back. If
over breast pocket. Please return
found please contact Jan Lawton,
to Mary Ann Gray, 211 Merrow
Chi Omega.
Hall, capus.
FOR SALE - '62 Triumph TR-3B.
Still excellent condition . Reason- FOR SALE-Dne pair custom-made
able. B. L. Campbell, Sweetmeadow Northland metallic skis. Ski free
Inn, Narragansett. Call NI 7-2200. safety release bindings. Two years
EFFICIENT TYPIST - Themes, old. Cost $120 when new. Asking
theses, manuscripts - reasonable $35. Contact Steven Mignone or
··ates. Call after 6 p.m . ST 9-9543. 1leave note at Beacon office.

Program is designed to develop young men
careers in life insurance sales and sales man.. nt. It provides an initial training period of 3
~'is (including 3 weeks at a Home Office School)
the men move into full sales work.
se trainees who are interested in and who are
qualified for management responsibility are
of ample opportunity to move on to such
kin either our field offices or in the Home Office
an initial period in sales.
eConnecticut Mutual is a 116-year-old com1 with 558,000 policyholder-members and over
billion dollars of life insurance in force. Agve expansion plans provide unusual opporties for the men accepted.
A.,ange with the placement office for an interwith :

W. K. R. HOLM, JR., General Agent
December 7, 1962

Connecticut Mutual

Neon Sign

Life

INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTPORO

•

oooA\ND THEN

To Be Re,noved
The neon sign adorning the entrance to Kingston's Pancake House
soon will be no more. Oscar Smits,
who has leased the Olde Kin gston
Inn to conduct a restaurant business
specializing in pancakes, has agr eed•
to take down the controvers ial sign
which first lit up the quiet hamlet
with its glari ng red light last Monday night.
Mr. Smits agreed to r eplace his
sign after receiving a call from Dr.
William D. Metz, chairman of the
South Kingstown Historic Distric t
Commission which is responsible
for the preservation of Kingston 's
land marks. Dr. Metz pointed out
that the neon sign distracts from
the historic atmosphere of the little village and that the commission
wo uld appreciate his r eplacing it.
According to Dr. Metz, a professor of history at URI, Mr. Smits
was very c·ooperative and will take
the neon sign down as soon as another is made to r eplace it. Th e
new sign, which will be apprO\·ecl
by the commission before it is
made, will be in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century tavern
design seen among the signs in
front of other Kin gston business
esta blishments.
The sign transformation will be
no overnight job. The sign must
first be designed, then the design
must be anoroved by the commission, and finally the sign must be
made . It will be several weeks before Kin gston is once a.ga in shrouded in quiet darkness, safe from the
intru ding light of a citified neon
sign.

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwy
rndrobwllllan tysiliogogogoch. This
word of fifty-eight letters and nineteen cyllables is the name of a village and vacaUon resort on the island of Anglesey in northern Wales.
The best feature of the place is that
the nam e couldn't possibly fit on
post cards saying "Having a fine
time-wish you were here!"

UNION
COFFEE HOUR
Thursday-4 p.m.
presents

"The
Phakavali
Dancers"
Union Lounge
Start with a carton and you'll end up knowing why Winston is America's
number one filter cigarette ... first in sales because it's first in flavor:
The next time you buy cigarettes, buy pleasure by the carton ...Winston!

bigger, busier,
better than ever!

f

PURE WHITE,
M ODERN FILTER :

• Informal welcoming dance to start
t he fun .
• College Day at the Beach ... the
bigg,,st beach party of the year.
• AIJ-dav crui se to historic St.
Gc>orge:Luncheon. Calypso music.
Gor,lucy Dancers.
• Round Robin T ennis Tournament.
• College Talen t R evue.
• Fun F estival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
• Barbecue Luncheon.
• Sightseeing.
• Special Tennis Trophies.
ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::·.::-:::::J

PLus

.l FILTER- BLEND UP FRONT
I

Winston tastes good .
like a cigarette should!
© rn62 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Solem, N. C.

The

i•

BERMUDA

Trade Development Board
620 Fifth Ave,, New York 20, N. Y.
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Grist Picture Schedule Announted
7:20 Majorettes and Flag Bearers
The following picture schedule 8: 10 Engineering Council
should include all the clubs and 8: 20 Physics Society
7:30 Phi Kappa Phi
organizations on campus for the 8:30 Chemistry Society
7:40 Kappa Psi
Activities section of the yearbook. 8: 40 Panhellenic Council
7:50 Alpha Zeta
If any organization or group is not 8: 50 Inter-Religious Council
8:
00 Phi Delta
scheduled, the club president or 9:00 Pi Mu Epsilon
8:10 Omicron Nu
advis?r should cont_act_ Lorel _Oxley WEDNESDAY, Dec. 12
8: 20 Phi Si gma
at Chi Omega Sorority immediately. 6 . 00 SAME
If your club is not taken now, ther e 6 ; 20 AIChE
8:30 Pi Sig,na Alpha
is danger that it will not appe_a r in 6: 30 AIEE
8:40 Rho Chi
the Grist at all. All pictures will be 6:40 AIIE
8: 50 Sigma Xi
taken in the Union. Groups must 8:20 Judicial Board
' MONDAY, Dec. 17
appear on time, dressed appropri- 8 :40 Debate Council
6:00 All Nations Club
ately.
6:10 Yacht Club
8: 50 Skin Diving Club
TUESDAY, Dec. 11
6:20 SAM
9:00 Math Club
1 :00 Women's Commuters' Ass'n
6:30 Rifle Ass'n
9:10 AICE
officers
6:40 Radio Club
9 :20 ASME
1 : 10 Laurels
6:50 Psychology Club
9 :30 Alpha Delta Sigma
1 :20 A Ph A
7: 00 ew Literary Society
THURSDAY, Dec. 13
6 :00 Men's Commuters' Ass'n
7 : 10 American Marketing Ass'n
1:00 Rhode Island Club
officers
7: 20 Circle Francias
1: 10 Sachems
6 :10 Music Educators Organization 1: 20 Tau Beta Pi
7 :30 Spanish Club
6 :20 International -Relations Club 1:30 Lambda Kappa Sigma
7: 40 Class Oficers ( 1963)
6:30 Home Economics Club
7 : 50 Class Officers (1964)
1: 40 Phi Alpha Theta
6 :40 Jazz Society
8:00 WAA
1: 50 Tau Kappa Alpha
6: 50 Soil Conservation Club
8:20 Union Board of Directors
6:00 Blue Key
7 :00 4-HClub
8:30 Union Committee Chairmen
6 :30 Hillel
7 : 10 Aggie Club
8:40 University Cheerleaders
6 :40 Canterbury Vestry
7 :20 AWS
8: 50 Student Senate ( at meeting)
6:50 Newman Club
7 :30 Insurance Ass'n
9:00 Sports Car Cl ub
7: 00 Christian Ass'n Executive
7 :40 Nutr ix
9 :10 Scabbard and Blade
Council
7:50 Aggie Sh-0wmen's Club
7 : 10 Christian Science Organizat'n 9:20 P er shing Rifles
8 :00 Accounting Ass'n

ENGINEERS:
move fast with an
aernspace ieader
Aerosp~ce •. . ~!g bt;s,;:,c-ss o f t h ..!

fut ure .. . is tDdc<y 's m i ssion a t
Hamilto n St:1.:;Jard.
If you'rt! he ~cing for an M E, EE or
AE d egree. it w1!1 b~ •.,vor t h y-eu r
tin1e to c ri t-,,:-: with us 11·iJe n our
col!ei;;e p e,s onnel represe ntative
is on camp us.
The date:

December 7, 1962
Before he a ~rin,.!', pie:: up a f actpa ck ed t.:-o-.::1w:-e z.t your pi~t:t •
m~ nt office . It gL·e s yo1~ a il l~·
ba ion ey pk: t•J:·o of h:.•..r o.;r -s,, gineers iiv e, v-:v:lt c.r:d pla:J. l11ves t
your knvN led,:e in :he l eocdi ng

Open house was conducted Mo nday
at the new URI nuclear engineering
laboratory in Crawford Hall in observance of the 20th anniversary
of the first sustained nuclear reaction .
The laboratory's subcritical reactor and other nuclear research facilities were demonstrated by faculty and staff members.
It was twenty years ago Sunday,
that a group of scientists led by
the late Enrico Fermi "opened the
gateway to the atomic age in a laboratory under the grandstand of
the Chicago University stadium.

Richar d Delmonte, sales
of Mich ael Investment C
P r oviaence brokerage
cently addressed the URII
Association in the fa l ·
of lectures to be spon~
organization.
Mr . Delmonte, a gi
Notre Dame, has worked
fund business for 5 year
cussed the history, types,
fits of mutual funds.
Raymol)d J. Acirordo is
of the campus associatio:
Rockafellow, professor
ics, is the advisor. The I
arranged in conjunctioa
Pitterman's investment

PIER

CLEANERS

(ON CAM PUS DAILY)

SPEED SERVI CE -

24 Hou rs

REGULAR SE RVICE -

United
Aircraft

Windsor Locks, Conn.
An Equal Oppo rtu nity Emp loyer

.

_,

3 Days

Let Us W o rry About Your Cl eaning Proble
LAUNDRY •
DRY CLEANING
CHARGE ACCOU NTS WELCOMED

ST 3 - 4932
'

•

1n a

•

a

I

RAPID GROWTH During the past t en years, kilowatthour sales of
electricity have more than ·doubled and therm sales of gas have more
t han tripled. Our studies show that t his rapid growth will continue.
Diver sity of industry-1 0% of t he nation's r esearch-room to expand
-are the _keys to New J ersey's fu ture.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT Management per sonnel are prepar ed for advan cement t hrough career development activities which include a
planned t raining program, challenging assignments, performance ap- ·
praisals, and a variety of per sonal development activities.
·

SEE OUR
REPRESENTATIVE
WHEN HE
VISITS YOUR
CAMPUS ON
DECEM.Bf

14

PROMOTIONS FROM WITHIN P ublic Ser vice follows a definite policy
of promotion from within. Advancemen t i " ·-- "de on th e basis of abi lity
and accomplishments.
RETIREMENT OF EXECUTIVES During t, .• ext ten years a high prupor t ion of our management group will r each r etirement age,

Look fo

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AFTER TRAINING COURSES Engineering,
a dministrative and managerial positions in applied r esearch, developm ent, planning, design, field engineering, operations and .maintenance
in the Electric and Gas Departments. Sales pn:Jmotion, administrative
and managerial positions in Comrn 0r n: ~, ' -rations Department.

aeros pace t~anl . r.

Hamilton
Standard

cl

FOR ALL Y O U R CLEANI N G PROBLE MS,

CAREER OPPO RTUNI TIES FD
ENG INEERING IGRADUATE

'Wild Strawberries'
Puzzles Ca mpus ? ?
"What was it all about?" , "What
was the business with the h andless
clock?", "Did you see the look that
m aid gave the old man?", and "Was
b e r eally happy at the end ?", were
some of t he questions in the air as
the near capacity audience departed from Edwards Hall last Thursday, after th e showing of Ingmar
Bergman's puzzling movie, "Wild
Strawberries". These and many
other questions were answered afterwards in a highly informative
coffee hour conducted by Dr. James
Brasch.
Students and faculty members
packed the Union Lounge to listen
to the discussion on this film. Profe ssor s Garold Sharpe, Charles
Hoffman, and Morris Goldman offered some stimulating answers to
the questions raised by the undergraduates. No single interpretation
was accepted as being the correct
one, however, for new ideas were
suggested after each semi-definite
truth was established. The complicated nature of the movie was infered by Dr. Brasch's opening statement, "I don't really know what to
say".
The various themes of the motion
p icture as stated during the hour
were: the continual difference be•
tween the nature of man and woman, the object of love, and the
question of time and ti,melessness.
The classic comment of the night
was made by Dr. Brasch when he
commented on the effect of the
dream sequence in the opening
minutes of t he film. He said, "When
t he blood started gushing, it certainly stopped the airplanes coming down from the balcony."

IOpen House Held Economics Cl,
lAt N ziclear Lab Sponsors Lect1

PUBLIC SE k vI u c t l EC TR IC AN-0 GA S CO.MPAN Y
ONE OF THE ('.flU NTRY'S LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF ENERG Y

Ne war
New Jers

"
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Civil Defe_n se Program

Sachems Speak

Established for Campus

Last Saturday night marked the beginning of the 1962- What would you do in case of a
,i season of basketball, a traditionally
•
major sport at URI. nuclear war? Do you know where
the safest places on campus are?
team is ready, the starting lineup shows great promise, and Where is the emergency hospital
ks to be another successful season for URI basketball. The location on campus? How will you
.ers will do their part, and now it is up to the student fans to be fed?
The recent Cuban crisis initiated
fueirs . The sportsmanship of the team must be matched by the university to reactivate its Cisportsmanship conduct of the crowd.
vil Defense Program. The CommitDuring last season, the URI fans were criticized for their tee on Civil Defense on campus
headed by Carl Slader, professor of
ent outbursts of booing, directed at the members of op- physical education, has reaffirmed
gteams, particularly at the time when foul shots were being all arrangements made by the committee previously. The main objec·n. This harrassment of individual players is most unsports- tive of the committee is to mainike. It causes embarrassment to the university administra- tain a safe environment for the
. to the coaching staff, and to the URI team members, as student body, also including faculty
and staff. By furnishing the existIt gives the visiting school an impression of a lack on our ing shelter place and by finding
of a good understanding of the rules of. the game.
new ones the entire student body
It was encouraging to observe that during la~t Satur- can be housed comfortably in case
of a nuclear attack. All buildings
1game, the booing was restricted to a single incident, and
have shelter signs.
it was not directed toward a member of the opposing team. At Lippitt Hall there is enough
hoped that this conduct is indicative of a regenerated URI food to feed everyone on campus
.based on postive cheering for URI, rather than on a nega- for one week. When more food is
needed, there are strategically
harrassment of the visiting team members.
placed state stock piles that we can
We have established some strong rivalries, and we need get to easily. A self-energized telent cheering for URI. Victory is a team effort for the fans phone system can be utilized during this time because all wires are
II as for the players. Follow the cheerleaders and the band underground.
Artisian wells, not
und off with them! Let's all help to bring victory to URI. contaminated by radiation, proved

an excellent water supply for the
duration.
Electric facilities can be powered
by a gasoline- powered cycling generator that is ready to start in a
minute.
"We also have a 200-bed emergency hospital, complete with auxiliary power, aerating room ready
to be set up at Keaney Gym, which
has excellent facilities," said Mr.
Slader. If a special medical team is
needed, a call to Providence will
bring them here in about an hour
and a half.
All students should be acquainted with the 3-5 minute constant
blast that signals a warning, the 3-5
minute warbling take-cover signal.
If an alert sounds during class
hours, instructors should guide students to the nearest shelter. If
time allows it, resident students
proceed to dorm, quickly, without
panic and wait there for further
information. However, should the
take-cover warning signal sound
immediately after the alert, everyone should remain in shelter. Highway travel is prohibited.
"These suggestions have been
made with your personal safety
(Continued on page 10)

-•
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Windjammers.
Draw Crowd
At Coffee Hour
by John Willson

The singing Windjammers, who
placed second on the recent URI
talent show, delighted a standing
room audience at a coffee hour in
the Union lounge last Thursday
with a combination of folksinging
and humor.
The five man group covered a
wide range of folk songs including
everything from a calypso of the
Jamaican Islands to a number titled "Teen-Age Teen." The five
members of the group are Phil
Read, Dick Cipolla, Andy Newton
and Bill Thomas, Sigma Chi fraternity brothers, and John Camera a
freshman.
A gr eat deal of enthusiasm was
displayed by the Windjammers,
and this enthusiasm was shared by
the audience as the singing group
set the scene for each of their songs
by relating some amusing incident
connected with it.
An example is their introduction
to the song "in which the legend
was told that whenever a train
passed through a certain small
southern town at midnight, all
prisoners in the jail would be
freed."
The popular music fans in the
audience were treated to a rendition of "If I Had a Hammer", a
song made famous by the folk singing group of Peter, Paul and Mary_
The Windjammers started singing together in September, and this
versatile group has since appeared
at Providence College as well as at
various high school assemblies
around the state.

What this country needs is a
good five-second commercial.

Hoxie Shoe Store
Gateway Shopping Center
W0rwick, R. L

• The American Girl
• Nunn Bush
• U.S. Keds
• P. F. Flyers

• Redwin

Mass

:Many engineering and scientific graduates have that as an objective - achieving
it is a reality at UAC's Corporate Systems Center.

5 P.M..

CSC was formed to bring together under one management the vast technical
resources of United Aircraft ( one of the nation's forty largest corporations) and
its .world-famous div!'!5ions. A young, relatively small organization. CSC is
-engaged in all phases of systems work in areas such as stellar inertial guidance,
mobile ballistic missiles, weather technology, bio-science systems, orbital ren•
dezvous and satellite navigation and control;

Every Thursday
at

Christ The King

Rapid expansion· in programs provides exceptf onal, advancement· potential for
capable graduates. CSC's "small comp,any" environment coupled with the
stability and benefits of a major corporation provide an ideal climate for
professional growth.

r
klet

mt

~onf essions

In the. heart of picturesque New England, we are located almost exactly midway
between Boston and New York City-only brief parkway hours from each.
Investigate CSC career advantages·· during our visit. If you are unable to see
m1r placement representative during interviews on your campus, write to
Mr. R. A. Fuller, Box 1047, Broadstreet Station, Manchester, Connecticut-an
equal opportunity employer.
Opportunities for Chemists, Physicists, Biologists, Mathematicians, Civil, Aero•
nautical, :Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineers, ifotallurgists,
Meteorologists,. Oceanographers, Geophysicists and others.

4:30-4:50 p.lll.
The Coffee Break
(next to Dor Evans-Campus Gates)

• Home-made Pastries
• Sandwiches

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS-Monday, Dec. 1_
0 ,:~
'

k,

ey

. ..

See your College
Placement Officer for
more information
and an appointment•

I

•••• , , ,. ,..

• · Hot Pizza

w•.._

• Best coffee in town

U~ited coRPoRAfEsvsrEMifcENTER ·
A Ire raft
Windso.r Locks, Connecticut
I
I

\

OPEN MON. thru FRI.
7:30 A.M. -11 P.M.

'- .

SAT. 7:30 - 6 P.M.
Closed Sundays & Holidays
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Phakavali Dancets
(Continued from page 1)
the Buddhist s•ociety there.
Tll.e "Company was ·chosen by the
directorate of the Asia Society program, ·rrot only for its high standards of 'perform·ance in Uie classical
tradition of dance and drama seen
in the _court and for the high calibre of its musicians, but because 'of
the wide range of dance and music
in the 'repert'ory.
In ·ad'dition to preser'vihg the
highly stylized, gliWfring coo.rt
dance, tfie Phakavali nas also preserved exciting sword dances,
wlffch go oack fo Uie archalc peribd
when the original Chinese tribe
fou&ht a retreat if! _the face of the
hordes of Ghengis Khan to settle in
what is now Thailand. And its direct'ors have trapped the rich reservoir of folkways for gay harvest
dances and rhytlimic play-games.
In one tradition of the court, the
delicate fantasy of tales of celestial beings and of heroes, godsand demons-is performed by the
very young girls, though once upbn
a time, only men performed the
roles. But these are veterans of a
lifetime of training, begun in childhood to achieve the highly stylized
movement which is required. There
are six of these young veterans in
the present company. Also trained
for years are the men, who are to
0
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c·

·1 De "fense
_

be seen in the masked duels out ·of I
the dance-dramas from the h'ero. IVI
tales. And plenty of training is
(Continued from· page 9)
needed. For the symbolic masks
identifying hero'es -anli demons~o;
Good and Evil in the classical fable ahtl survWai iii n'iihi:L Your mature
-have only pin-holes to give ·each control will be projected to yo'ur
dancer-d\.i'elist a glimpse of his ad- c'oll.'eai:(u-es 'and gr'eatl:v ease the
versary. He had better be an expert te'.ri'Si'on 'of th'e situat'i.'oh," Mr. Slader
to survive a socalied "dance." All remarked.
On the university Civil Defehsle
6£ which gives some "of these duelling ih1erlu'des the s'usj:)ense of a -committee are: Dr. Bell, Pr'of. Henmedieval tournament, w:tt'ei-'e joust- ry Campbell, Mr. Merle Brown, Col.
ing was serious 'Busi'ne·ss-and fight- Peckham, Capt. Gregor, Dr. Edw·ard Fffgbee, Dr. Turco, Chref
ing was ''for ke·eps."
Just lo complet'e the picture of Jfls'eph Burns, Mr. Mccrnugh, Prof.
the livihg arts of ancifot Siam=- Miller, Dean Evelyn B. Morris,
lnd lhod~rn Th'a iland-the typical Deah John Q'uihn, Dean Sayles,
Thai orchestra will be on hand Prof. Carl Slader, and Dr. John
with instruments completely new Conover. Ed Levine has been workt'o Americans and with the leading ing with P'rof. Miller on radiologiThai musicians (also lifetime-tr'ain- cal monitoring.
A complete bomb shelter which
ed ih tlie t'ra'd ition) to play them,
part of the time in ensemble and 'holds seven pe'ople is located at
part of the tiine as soloists. But one Adams Hall.
Since World War II Norway,
of the treat surprises for musiclovers of the west is likely to be Sweden, and Denmark have mainthe musicianship of the dancers. tained fallout shelters in all towns
For, in many of the dances, the and communities. In Denmark each
dancers are part of the orchestra, home is provided with its own shelplaying a t'ype <if c·a stihet-or hand ter. We have slanted our program
cymbals. In one of the gay folk- on an ev·acuatioh basis, instead of a
dahces, the Rum Klong, or Drum fallout basis which has lead us to
Dance-everybody is a musician Being behind in our surviv·a1 measand most of the musi'cians are ures.
dan-cing.
Every Russian citizen has at least
The group will also appear at 36 hours of first aid training. What
the Union Coffee Hour Thursday would you do if your friend was
dying from radiation?
at 4 p.m.

Get on the 'fla1ioft'1- top

inerti<il guid anc·e tifim with

AC's career

acceleratio~
program
AC Spark Pl ug, the Electronics Division of General Motors, is one d
leaders in the fiel d of d esign, devel op me'nt a nd p rod uction of \
Guidance and Navigatio n Systems. Cur'rent projects inclucle the
Navigation:.'G uiaa nce System, TI TAN II and THOR Inertial •Gui
Systems, B-52(C&Dl Bombing Navigc;itional System, .POLARIS gyl'Ol
accelerometers and Advanced Long Range Input (ALRI).
AC offers outstanding growth opportunities for e·ngineers and sci
interested in the development and design of navigational sys\erru
missiles, space vehicles, aircraft and ocean vessels. Recent tee!
graduates coming into AC are offered a 32-week caree~ accele
program which moves them rapidly into an actively productive poi
The two-phase program consists of:

e

phase I .•.

EIGHT WEEKS OF FO RMAL ENGINEERING C
IN THE AREAS OF: SERVO -MECHANI SMS
•
SEMI-CONDU
TEE:HNOL0GY • TH-E0RY Or INERT1AL GU1e:ANCE
INERTIAL NAVIGATION TOPICS

phase II ... ACTUAL WORK IN THE ORGANIZATION'S THREE
TECHNICAL AREAS: ENGINEERING • RELIA BILITY • OPERA!
Milwaukee -

Following this training period ynu will be osi,
to Design, Development, Manufacturing or Reliability positions al
main facility in Milwaukee . Or, you ma y be assigned to one of
two advanced concepts laboratories:

Boston - Advanced Concepts Research and Development On-I
Training Progra m - AC's Boston Laboratory is engaged in develo
of navigational systems for manned aircraft, ballistic missiles and • •
vehicles.
Los Angeles·- Advanced Concepts Research and Developmenl
the-Job Training Program - AC's Los Angeles Laboratory is oc
with advanced guidance research for space vehicles and ballistic mi
plus research in special purpose digital computers.
Field Service Engineers-In

addition to the "Career Accele
Program" there is a Field Service Program: Two- to four-month
room and laboratory On-the-Job Training Program which in
training on inertial guidance systems or bombing navigational s
Domestic assignments follow completion of program.
WEAPONS SYSTEMS • THEORY OF GYROS • THEORY
OPERATION OF GYROS IN . A STABILIZED PLATFORM
STABILIZATION AND MEASUREMENT LOOPS OF A PLATFO
• THEORY OF c5PERATION OF ERECTION LOOPS • THEO!
OF AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTERS • OVERALL SYS!
CONCEPTS

contact

your College Placement Officer regarding a General
AC campus interview, and send for the informative brochure "Af
Navigation is Our Business" • • • send the form below I~
G . F. Raasch, Director of Scientific and Profe ssi onal Employ
Dept. 5753, AC Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corporatio~
waukee 1, Wisconsin .

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, I

Learning never stops for engineers at Western Electric
There's no place at Western Electric for engineers who feel that college diplomas signify
the end of thefr education. However, if a man
can meet our quality standards and feels that
he is really just beginning to learn ... and if he
is ready to launch his career where learning is
an important pait of the job and where graduate-level training on and off the job is encouraged - we want and need him.
At Western Electric, in addition to the normal learning-while-doing, engineers are encouraged to move ahead in their fields by several types of educational programs. Western
maintains its own full-time graduate engineering training program, seven formal management courses, and a tuition refund plan for
out-of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is just one reason
why a career at Western Electric is so stimulating. Of equal importance, however, is the
nature of the work we do. Our new engineers
are taking part in projects that implement the
whole art of modern telephony, from highspeed sound tran smission and solar cells to
electronic telephone offices and computer-controlled production techniques.
Shouid you join us now, you will be coming

AC SPARK PLU G

W~.ite;tt Electric
FACT~RING ANO SUPPLY@UNIT OF THI

em

SYSTEM

Pri ncipal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; lndianapiliis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa. 1
Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City Okla.
Engineering Resea rch Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric' distri•
bution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MO

MILWAUKEE • LOS ANGELES • BOSTON
An Equal Opportunity Employer

to Western Electric at one of the best times in
the company's history. In the management
area alone, several thousand supervisory jobs
are expected to open up to W.E. people within
the next 10 years. And our work of building
communications equipment and systems becomes increasingly challenging and important
as the communications needs of our nation and
the world continue to increase.
Challenging opportunities ~xist now at Western
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts,
and business majors. All qualified applicants will re•
ceive careful consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or national origin. For more
information about Western Electric, write Coflege Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6206, 222
Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview wlien our
college representatives visit your campus,

@

1I

I

I

~~~dth/his bf~~~urf~: and more information regarding opportunities with
Mr. G. F. Raasch
_
Dept. 5753, AC Spark Plug Divislon
Milwaukee 1, Wisco nsin

II NAM ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
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Intramurels

an Report
by Ginny Giroux

Thursday, the URI volleyor club, already in its third
if play, tested its skills
Bryant Cvllege. They play~cellent set of games maina 1 and 1 record. Four
oux Wexler, Sharon Eddy,
ice, and Gail Robbins, must
credit for the tremendous
y displayed in this game.
with Dean _Junior College
iuled ~or this Thursday at
Agam next Monday, the
ill match its skills against
Island College at Rhode
'ollege. The inter-house vollournament is currently in
week of play and only four
hich include Eleanor Roose, 2, Commuters, Alpha Xi
1d Lambda Delta Phi have
undefeated and are thus
their way into the winner's
Badminton Honor Club will
next meeting at 5 p.m. at
Hall today. All women inin the sport are urged to
Everyone will have an op1 to play. The inter-house
,n tournament will begin
rrow. Since so few teams
ered, it is expected to be a
elimination tournament.
-ill be notified as to when
es are scheduled.
(lrchesis is scheduling its
•ting today at 5 p.m. at
Any woman who shows an
~ and enjoys dance should
ttend this meeting.

by Phil Ise

The Intramural play-offs ended
just before the Thanksgiving recess. The final round matched Sigma Chi (25-19 victors over SAE)
against the Graduate Students (2512 conquerors of Chi Phi) . The
Grads' wide-open offensive game
proved to be of little consequence
though as Sigma Chi, displaying a
fine balance of offense and defense,
walked off with a 25-12 victory.
Sigma Chi therefore, earned top
. '
.
.
honors m the most hg1hly prized
intramural competitions.
Bowling competition is becoming
keener in both leagues with Theta
Chi and Phi Garn deadlocked for
first place while sporting a 21-11
record. Chi Phi sounds out the top
three with an 18-14 game record.
Division B is currently being paced
by Adams Hall (20-12) followed by
Sigma Chi (19-13) and Phi Kappa
Theta (18-14). It should be mentioned that the bowling championship is on a yearly basis with the
champs of each semester bowling
against each other at the year's end
for the crown.
Intramural basketball has gotten
under way with some good competition expected in both leagues.
Favorites in the A division include
Sigma Nu and Theta Chi while SAE
appears to be the team to beat in
League B .
This Thu.r;sday at 3:00 and 7:00,
the Union Games Committee will
present two films in the Union
West Room.

I
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Rhody Sailors At Annapolis
The URI Varsity Sailing Team by Georgetown, Columbia, R.P.I.
ended its fall season with a strong Penn., Drexel, Stevens, Worcester
finish in competition for the War Tech., N.Y. State Maritime, and
Memorial Trophy at the U.S. Naval Notre Dame.
Academy. The Rhody sailors, YanTwenty-four races were sailed in
kee Conference Champions, were two days at Annapolis in sloop rig.
invited on the basis of their season ged -anets on the Sevren River.
record to represent the New Eng- In the skipper's position, Joe Friland Intercollegiate Sailing Asso- sella earned 105 points for R.I., Bob
ciation.
Morton 73, Medeiros 16, and John•
Coach Bill Ferrante named Cap- son 6.
tain Joe Frisella, Robert Morton,
The URI team, under the direc•
Michael Medeiros, Eric Osterberg tion of Coach Bill Ferrante, com•
and Tom Johnson to represent URI. piled an impressive record for the
The URI team finished fourth in a season. They won the "B" finals of
field of 13 teams representing the the New England Team Racing
best of the Middle Atlantic Asso- Championship, recently held at
ciation's competitors. Princeton, M.I.T., and they finished third out
Navy and Cornell finished in that I of 27 teams who competed for the
order ahead of URI, while the' New England Sloop Championship
Rhode Island skippers were trailed I at the Coast Guard Academy.

e fourth dimension: Tl ME
a mysterious concept to science. Time is only an idea,
mstraction .•• an_ area of shadow, speculation-and surprise •

1·11

. 5, 1752, NEVER HAPPENED! . •. Nor did any date from Sept. 3 to 13,
ast in England and the American Colonies. Why? The King decreed
lhese days would be skipped to correct a discrepancy between the
[nglish calendar and the newly adopted Gregorian calendar. This left
!dEnglishmen and colonists with one 19-day month and a 355-day year.

IT TAKES TIME TO MAKE

0

~113~'1

HAMSTER'S BUILT-IN "CON•
US CLOCK" .•. enables him
·lain his daily activities of
· and sleeping without the
stimuli of light and dark·
He lives on exactly the same
. t even in total darkness.

TIME. Hamilton's extremely precise version
of a timepiece takes
from 6 to 9 months to
produce. Half of the
more than 2000 production steps are qua I ity
inspections which as•
sure Hamilton accuracy,

Are ·you a person who likes to
stand out? A Hamilton is both
attractive and distinctive, a touch
of excellent taste that you call
wear every hour of a Iifetime.
They start as low as $35. Ask
your favorite gift-giver. Hamilton
Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa .

get Lots More from CM
more body
· i11 the blend
· \ ~ more flavor
c~~ in the smoke
C3f2o more taste
through tl1e ·r1lter
And 1§:M's filter is the modern filter-all white,
inside and outside - so only pure white touc!1es your lips.
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:Rallls Meet Miallli Thur
Despite th e loss of Julie Cohen,
guard, and Lou Alix, forward, from
the 1961-62 starting fi ve and Chris
Stavreti from the reserves, th e
Uni ver sity of Miam i expects to improve on its 14-12 r ecor d of a year
ago whe n i t takes the floo r agai nst
the URI Rams Thursday.
Return ing are three starters,
Mike McCoy, 7-1 center who topped
the team in scoring and rebounds
as well as height las t year; Lee
Woods, 6-7 fo rwar d who is a capable r ebounder a nd a good tea m
pleyer, and Ke nn y Allen , 6' guard ,
third high point man on the 1961-62
tea m. Reserves r et ur ning are J ack
Spisak , 6-4 fo rward who is the most
accurate shooter on the team, and
Carl Str aveti, a 6' guard who never
got back into top playing for m last
year after a Decemb er injury.
Actu ally, these five Hurricanes
could give Miami a team pretty
much on a par with th e 196 1-62 outf it since McCoy and Allen, r egulars
for t he first time last year, are expected to impr ove on their show-

WJAR
920 -920
URI
BASI(ETBALL
vs.
~liami
TH URSDAY, DEC. 6

Fordha1n
SA1'\l ROAY, DEC.. ?,

Northeastern
MO N DA Y, DEC. 10

8:05 P.~I.
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IT'S OFF THE BOAR DS as Bob Logan (42)-URI co-•c aptain
goes up aft e r t he basket ball as URI (50 ) sophomore Frank Nightingale and two Bran de is pl ayers look on .

ivith
Chris Ba rnes
and
Jim Nor,nan

Brandies Gives Rhody A Scare
by Bill Par illo

There's an old clich e sometimes
]1eard in all sor ts of contests and
it goes som ething like this-th e
bigger th ey are, the harder they
fa ll .
.
Satu rday night at Keaney Gym ,
a small band of Brandeis J udges alm ost made t hat statement come
true as th ey ran, passed , and shot
for all t hey wer e wor t h only to suecumb in th e end 80-73 to the much
~ ~~el e I:l~~cf~~%~. Univer sity of

/

The Judges employing nobody
. h
over 6'2" gave away much
in
heig· ·tt
.
·
to t l1e Rams b u t not h mg 111 spm
and hustle and almost wrecked
R hody's home opener befor e a near
capacity crowd.
Rhode Island first blew a nine
po int hal!Lime lead and th en had
to com e back with a flo urish mostly
i n th e person of their sophorome
sharp-shooter Denny McGovern and
b eat back the di minu tive five from
Walth ain, Mass.
Down by seven midway in the
final half, th e Ju dges cash ed in on
fo ur straight fo ul shots-two by
Steve Smith and two by Capt. Ron
Ke mper- to lower their defic it to
three 56-53 .
A drive by Smith an d anoth er by
guard Bill Gold berg, sa nd wiched
between two Rhode Island free
t hrows and the Rho dy lead was on e
58-57.
Frank Nightingale, the Ra ms'
6'7" center , then hit wit h a lay up

' but three consecutive free t hrows had to leave the game fo r exceed-

by Brandeis' Steve Heller and it
was all even at 60-60.
Gary Goldber g t hen hit with a
long jumper to put the Judges in
t he lead fo r the first time in the
game.
The score was tied fou r tim es for
the next sever al minutes before
McGovern threw in a pair of four
shots for a 70-68 lead with three
minu tes r emaining.
A shor t jumper by Ron Rothstein,
who was th e only me mber of the
Rains to r ese111ble the shorter 1·nvaders, and a ster11·n ~
e three po1·nt
play by McGovern sewed it up for
th e men of Ernie Calverley.
McGovern totaled 10 points fo r
the night and nin e of these came in
t he f inal fo ur minutes with five via
t he fr ee th row lin e.
After the game Calverley said
that he didn't thin k the press ing
tactics of th e Judges hurt th e Rams .
"We missed som ething like 16 layups- take half of that and we win
by 24."
"They ar e a good club and wer e
j ust' too fa st for us, even though we
had the height advan tage." I think
the game was ver y good for our
sophomores who were a bit nervous
at the start and the experien ce di<l
the m well," the URI mentor coneluded.
So tenacious was the Brandeis'
g ua rd ing that before th e final buzzer sounded five of their number

ing th eir quota of fo uls.
Ram Co-Capts. Bob Lo 0cran and
Charlie Lee had spurted th e Rh ode
Islanders to their f irst half lead
with some long distance shooti ng
and wound up as scoring leaders
for the Rams with 17 and 14 r espectively.
Steve Chubin , 6'4" sophomore
forw ard, also had 14 for Rh ody and
contributed some strong r ebounding.
Game honors however , we nt to
Brandeis' Smith who fini shed with
21. Kemper chipped in wi th 18 in
the J udges' valiant bid.
Bill Baird's URI Ramlets defeated
the Davisville Seabees in the preliminary game 97-58. Mike Fitzgerald led the winners wit h 21
points.

Soccer Captain Na med

Robert Ra inville has bee n elected captain of the 1963 soccer team
at th e University of Rhode Island.
it is announced by Coach Rober t
Butler.
Rainville, a center half, graduat-

IedSchoolfr omin 1955
Pawtucket Wes t High
and served with the
United States l\Iarine Corps for
Ifour
years before e ntering Rhode
Island . He did not play soccer until
he came to URI.

.,

ings then, while Spisak, back in action in 1962 after a year's absence,
also seems set for his best year.
Glittering perfor mances are expected from three newcomers and
ad ditional help may come fro m another trio. Rick Barry h ad a fa bulous 28.8 scoring average as a fres hman last yea r and ap pear s headed
for all-tim e stardo m with the Hu rricnes. He is 6-7, has amazing scoring skill under the basket and is an
able r ebounder. He's expected to
outdo t he departed Alix both in
scoring and rebounding. To give
depth at fo rward, Wayne Becker,
65, and Edward Ful ts, 6-3 , ar e highly r egard ed sophomores.. Beckner
can help out at center, as can
Barry.
Joining Barry as the more promising of th e ne w me n are Bernie
Bu tts and Larry Kessler , 6 fo oters
who will figh t it out for the spot
vacated by Cohen. At the start of
things, Butts has th e edge. Butts
tea med beautifully with Barry last
season and they'll br ing to t he

st:l rting five a little ol th•
lacking at times last yeai.
a sophomore, was ill m
year but had a great h:
r ecord . He should be
backup ma n for the startir.;
Greg Meyer, 6-10 center
has potentialities but as yt
proven he can develop I.
This Miami team appe
more mo bile and versatil,
predecessor. Barry should
punch sorely missing
basket. Though Butts, of
ca nnot match Cohen's e
Julie was below par phys~
year and played many •
sheer nerve. Kessler a
have more ability than ar;
r eserve guards of last se~
should be a much strong
sive unit than the 1961-62.
is ex pected to be sharper
fense. It has better ball
and will have more spee~
The Rams host Fordhai:
day night. Last year For
fea ted URI 76-58 and are
all against Rhody.

SPORTING AROUND
by Har vey Goodm an
Without having it called to m y attention, manF
have a lready been compl ain in g abo ut the new ticket pr
th a t h as been installed this year for a ll home basketball .
It is for this reason th a t I journeyed to Kea ney Gym for
terview with Mr. Charles Flaherty, in charge of all tick
for the University of Rhode Island.
In contrast to seasons p as t, URI students now
stand in line with ID cards in 11and and recei ve tlJeir tick
the game two days befo re the contes t. AJl sea ts a re reserve
only way fraternities or sororities can sit together is by
for a certain reserved section ·of the gym or by going up
Union enm asse as a block.
M r. Fla he rty feels that because of the ever increas·
rollment of th e student body, therefore the necessity for
seats, this system is not only a mu st but a convenience. "S1
now are ass ured of a ~eat. If someone is not sure whether
he is going to the game or if th at someo ne h as a meeting.
takes is a tr ip to the gym on the night of the game to pid
tic ket and a reserved seat. L ast Saturday ni gh t we had ap
mately 180 such people buying their tickets at the windo
I have to agree somewhat with Mr. Fl aherty a
logic behind this new sys tem . If certain blocks wish to,
ge ther, all they have to do is to ask for a certain section
floor th ereby solving their m ain problem. This is perha
most importa nt problem fa c in g URI students.
But I have one or two suggestions th at I woull
brought to th e attenti on of the A thl etic Council. Instead d
ing one desk in the Beacon Office to iss ue these tickets, ant
two days before the game to pu rch ase them, I think th,
or three roo ms in the Union sho uld be used to facili tate
and sho uld be in use at least three days before the game.
ter still , if the students were allowed to pick up their tic
the Union des k on the Mond ay before the game, such a
feel ing by the student body would be e liminated.
"But again there is the problem of extra help" saiF la herty. It seem s that it has been difficult to obtain b
to sit throug hout the day and sell tic kets. This is understan
" We know th at since the student body is enlargin;
rapid pace, things must be changed . We now know how
tickets we can sell and how many we will h ave Jeft over,·
Mr. Fl aherty , " but there is defi nitely a qu es tion of help. I
also li ke to see a longer time lim it set o n the acquisition
tickets."
Mr. F la herty h as announ ced that tickets for the
dence ColJ ege basketball game played here in Kingston~
on sale starting on Decem ber 10 , 11, 12, 13 , 17. Also the ·
for the Man hattan game at M adison Square G arden will
sa le o n D ecember 10, 11 , 12 and 13.
" L ast yea r we sold 2 l 00 student tickets for the
ga me and 2 000 students showed up . . That means 100
were not in use and could have been sold to o ther cust
This is o ur main p urpose fo r installing our new ticket sy I

